Fertility and reproductive care in chronic kidney disease.
In both women and men, chronic kidney disease (CKD) is associated with decreased fertility. Though a multitude of factors contribute to the reduction in fertility in this population, progressively impaired function of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis appears to play a key role in the pathophysiology. There is limited research on strategies to manage infertility in the CKD population, but intensive hemodialysis, kidney transplantation, medication management and assisted reproductive technologies (ART) have all been proposed. Though fertility and reproductive care are reported as important elements of care by CKD patients themselves, few nephrology clinicians routinely address fertility and reproductive care in clinical interactions. Globally, the average age of parenthood is increasing, with concurrent growth and expansion in the use of ART. Coupled with an increasing prevalence of CKD in women and men of reproductive age, the importance of understanding fertility and reproductive technologies in this population is highlighted. This review endeavors to explore the female and male factors that affect fertility in the CKD population, as well as the evidence supporting strategies for reproductive care.